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GROWN-UPS GUIDE  
TO NANOGIRL'S LAB

SOUND!

READ ME FIRST!
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Welcome to  
Nanogirl's Lab!

As a child, I spent hours and hours playing, building and 
tinkering with things from around the house. 

That was where I fell in love with science and engineering, 
and it’s the joy of those adventures that led to the creation of 
Nanogirl’s Lab.

In this Sound lab, we’ll explore five different aspects of the 
science of sound. In this booklet you’ll find everything you need 
to support your child as they work through the activities to figure 
out how to build the superpower of sound! 

We’ve made sure this program is age-appropriate, child-
friendly and can be easily done at home, so you can keep 
experimenting together no matter what’s going on outside.  
The activities have been through an extensive testing process, 
and are designed to be completed independently by children 
aged 8 and up, or aged 6 and up with your help. 

Your young scientist will have so much fun working on their  
own superpowers, but as they aren’t superheroes yet, you 
might have to keep an eye on a few things. You might need 
to supervise younger children when using scissors and small 
objects, or when trying out something new for the first time. 

For this activity, we’ve put together a set of notes to help  
guide the conversations with your child in a way that reinforces 
what they are learning. 

Because all that playing, building and tinkering  
is more than just fun and games, it’s a  
learning experience that could inspire  
your child’s future.

Happy experimenting!

Dr Michelle Dickinson
Co-founder, Engineer,  
Backyard Experimenter
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We encourage you to join our private community 
Facebook Group where you can share the results of 
your daily mission with other families taking part in the 
programme. This is a space where you can ask questions 
and get support from Dr Michelle Dickenson, and the 
Nanogirl Labs team. 

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/GROUPS/NANOGIRLSLAB 

If the budding superheroes in your household want more, 
don’t forget that you have access to our full program  
of Nanogirl’s Lab activities.

Flight Space Sleuthing
Sight Time Strength

Earth Throwing Super Suit

Here’s how to get the most out of  
your Nanogirl online STEM experience

1.  Download the 'Sound' Superhero Training Manual.  
This is for your child and they can follow it online or you  
can print it out for them.

2. Take a look at the Equipment List and make sure  
you’ve got everything.

3. Set up your young scientist with all the equipment they need 
for the experiment, a device to watch the Nanogirl’s Lab 
video, plus their 'Sound' Superhero Training Manual. 

4. Let’s get started—to begin, have your young scientist 
read the “Welcome” in their Superhero Training Manual. 
They may like to start their superhero journey by creating 
a superhero theme tune. We’ve designed each experiment 
so your child can watch the video, then use the instructions 
in their Superhero Training Manual to build their own 
experiments, and have fun with the missions and activities. 

5. Refer to the next few pages of this guide to find details of 
the 'Sound' activities, plus top tips for you, so that you 
can talk about the experiments with your child even if they 
complete the activity without your help. 

6.  ENJOY! We can’t wait to see where your superpower 
adventures take you as a family! 
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Top Tips-Health and Safety

To get in touch with us, email  

info@nanogirllabs.com  
or join our closed facebook group 

‘Nanogirl’s Lab Subscribers Community’

Safety is important for young scientists everywhere, so 
here are a few top tips to help your superheroes-in-training 
stay safe while experimenting with Nanogirl. 

1. We recommend that young children are supervised 
while using scissors and sharp objects.

2. These experiments produce sounds or use music,  
some of which may be loud. Music should be played at  
a safe volume. 

3. Take care that younger children do not swallow smaller 
items such as paper clips.

4. Some of the experiments have moving parts or projectiles, 
so you may need to create some free space for those 
ones! We especially recommend this for the ‘buzzing bee’ 
experiment. 

Our experiments are not designed to be ‘messy’ but there is 
always the possibility of spills and thrills! Making a mess can 
be part of the fun, so you may need to supervise younger 
children to keep themselves and their environment safe while 
they learn, experiment and play. 
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YOUR CHILD WILL NEED

Sound!
Equipment List

Scissors .........................................................

Tape  ...............................................................

Ruler  ..............................................................

Pencil .............................................................

Plain A4 paper ...............................................

Small elastic bands x 6 .................................

Medium elastic bands x 3  ............................

Large, flat elastic band x 1  ...........................

String .............................................................

Colouring supplies  .......................................

Water glasses or jars ....................................

Empty cardboard box e.g. shoe box, tissue  

box, cereal box or similar .....................................

Baking Paper .................................................

Sheet of thin, clear plastic e.g. food wrap or 

baking paper .....................................................

Salt or black pepper ......................................

Popsicle sticks x 2  .......................................

Thin cardboard e.g. cereal box card .................

Small piece of thick card  .............................

Music speaker or phone  ..............................
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Plain A4 paper .........................
Tape .........................................
Scissors ..................................
Colouring supplies .................
Thin cardboard e.g. cereal box ...
Sheet of thin, clear plastic  
e.g. food wrap or baking paper  .......
Small elastic band ..................
Salt or black pepper ...............
Music speaker or phone .........

What did you make today? 
(A set of animal ears and a model of an eardrum).

What sort of ears do you have on your headband and why did you decide on that design?

How do the shape of our ears help us to hear? 
(Their shape is designed to funnel sound waves or vibrations into our ear canal).

How does your ear drum work? 
(Sound is funneled into our ear holes by our outer ears and travels along our ear canals until they bounce off our  
eardrum making it vibrate which tells our brain there is a sound).

ASK YOUR CHILD

Parent Notes: Sound!
YOUR CHILD WILL NEED

MAKE YOUR  
  OWN EARS

Today, we learned about sound waves travelling through the air to our ears,  
and how both the outside and inside shapes of our ears help us to hear.
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Baking paper ...........................
Small elastic bands x 3 ..........
Popsicle sticks x 2 ..................
Scissors ..................................  
Thin cardboard e.g. cereal box  .
Plain A4 paper .........................
Pencil ......................................
Ruler ........................................
Tape .........................................

Today, we learned that musical instruments produce sound by making vibrations 
which can be changed to make different notes, and made two different instruments  
that can be played using just our breath. 

What did you make today? 
(Harmonica/kazoo).

Which one is your favourite?

Can you play a song with different notes? 
(They may be able to play different notes on the harmonica, and can hum different notes into their kazoo).

How does your harmonica/ kazoo produce sound? 
(The harmonica works because you vibrate the baking paper very fast when you blow into it.  
The kazoo works because the baking paper vibrates when you hum into it).

If you had a superhero fanfare—what would it be?

ASK YOUR CHILD

Parent Notes: Sound!
SUPER 
  HARMONICA

YOUR CHILD WILL NEED
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Thin cardboard e.g. cereal box ..
Tape .........................................
Scissors ..................................
String.......................................
Pencil ......................................
Ruler ........................................
Small elastic bands x 2 ..........
Large, flat elastic band x 1 .....
Colouring supplies .................

Today, we learned about sound frequency and the Doppler Effect, which  
is what makes sounds appear higher pitched when they move closer, like  
a car siren. We built a cardboard ‘bee’ which sounds like it’s buzzing and used  
it to demonstrate the Doppler effect.

What did you make today? 
(A buzzing bee).

Did you get a good buzzing sound? 

Does the sound change as it gets closer to you, and why? 
(The bee sounds higher as it swings closer to your head, because of the Doppler Effect. As the bee gets closer to  
you, more sound waves per second arrive at your ears, which makes it seem like the sound is getting higher in tone).

Does the sound change if you spin in slower or faster? 
(Yes the sound should change slightly, this be because the elastic band will be vibrating at a different frequency 
(number of times it vibrates per second). Lower frequencies produce lower sounds and weaker vibrations create 
quieter sounds.

ASK YOUR CHILD

Parent Notes: Sound!
BUZZING BEE

YOUR CHILD WILL NEED
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Today, we learned about pitch and investigated two ways to change the pitch  
of a note on a musical instrument. We made two different xylophones, one from  
a set of water glasses and the other from rolled-up paper tubes.

What did you make today? 
(Xylophone).

How do we hear different notes from your xylophone? 
(In the water xylophone, by filling the glasses with different amounts of water, and in the paper xylophone by  
making the tubes different lengths).

Why do different water amounts or tube lengths make different notes? 
(More water dampens sound vibrations so less glass can vibrate which produces lower notes. Longer tubes trap  
and bounce sound waves inside which produce lower notes).

Did you make your own superhero theme song?

ASK YOUR CHILD

Parent Notes: Sound!

XYLOPHONE
Water glasses or jars ..............
Water .......................................
Pencil ......................................
Plain A4 paper x 5 ...................
Tape .........................................
Scissors ..................................

YOUR CHILD WILL NEED
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Today, we put together all the new skills and knowledge that we’ve learned over this week to 
make an awesome guitar. Earlier in the week, we learned about sound properties like pitch, 
frequency and vibrations, and today we learned about amplification. 

We explored how the shape of musical instruments, like guitars, which have big spaces 
inside help to make sounds louder. We also explored how we can play different notes on  
a guitar by having each string be differently tensioned. 

What was your favourite part of this week? 

What did you make today? 
(A guitar).

What happens to the sound when you put something 
inside the guitar? 
(It gets quieter and more muffled).

Can you play any songs or a superhero theme tune?

How does the guitar make a sound? 
(Plucking the elastic band makes it vibrate, which vibrates 
the air which moves to our ears as a vibrating sound wave).

How does a guitar make sound louder? 
(The space in the middle of the guitar makes sounds louder, 
by making the vibrations bigger as they bounce around 
inside the empty space through the hole. We say that the 
empty box acts as an ‘amplifier’).

ASK YOUR CHILD

Empty cardboard box e.g. shoe 

box,tissue box, cereal box or similar ....
Medium elastic bands x 3 .......
Small piece of thick card ........
Tape .........................................
Scissors ..................................
Ruler ........................................
Pencil ......................................

YOUR CHILD WILL NEED

Parent Notes: Sound!
GUITAR
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I hope you and your superhero-in-training enjoyed 
working through the superpower of Sound. Don’t forget to 
continue your superhero STEM adventure with our other 
superpowers on nanogirlslab.com.

Flight Space Sleuthing
Sight Time Strength

Earth Throwing Super Suit


